


JMP Holdings NZ Ltd (JMP) is a New Zealand owned company that distributes a great
selection of cargo care and materials handling products to a vast array of industries
throughout New Zealand. Since 2005 we have successfully developed a loyal client base that
appreciates quality products, a reliable inventory, and a quality service that delivers.

More than just a supplier, we are your partner in providing Cargo Protection and Materials
Handling solutions for your operations. We are aligned with overseas manufacturers from
Europe, Australasia, Asia and North America and have established long term relationships
which allows us to source the highest quality products at the most competitive prices.

We are the sole licensed importer and the largest distributor of the patented Envirotuff™
thermal container liner in New Zealand. As well as existing tried and tested products, we strive
to introduce new and innovative products, like our Stabulon Anti-Slip sheets. We aim to offer
high performing industrial products that are recyclable and eco-friendly at affordable prices.

JMP provide other products for your packaging and shipping needs, like Stretch and Pallet
Wrap, Tapes, Furniture Blankets, Composite Fibre Pallets and much more. We also have a
complete line of Traffic Management and pedestrian control items such as Speed Humps,
Parking Blocks, Delineators, Barriers, Wheel Chocks, Traffic Cones and Queuing Systems.

“In the business
world, the rear-
view mirror is
always clearer

than the
windshield.” 

W A R R E N  B U F F E T T



JMP Holdings is one of New Zealand’s top suppliers of ISO bulk container liners. Our clients
across the nation enjoy the huge benefits of transporting free-flowing bulk materials by
land and sea in polyethylene liners. JMP Container Liners protect products both wet and dry
from contamination and the environment from product pollution. Products are kept secure,
clean and dry by enclosing them within their own disposable shell. JMP Container Liners
are designed and tailored to meet client’s precise individual requirements and ensure fast,
controlled loading and unloading by a wide range of systems.

Our range of Liners include:
Malt Style Liners (fully enclosed, zip closure, discharge spout including bulkhead strap and
bars)
Polymer Liners
Sugar Style Liners
Hide / Containment Liners 
(lightweight 3/4 single skinned or heavy duty full height double skinned)
Tailor Made Liners

Are you shipping goods across fluctuating climatic conditions? Then you need to consider
protecting your goods from moisture damage with JMP’s Mineral Clay UniSorb® Desiccants!

UniSorb® is an affordable form of transport protection for the reduction of dew point and
control of condensation. UniSorb® innovative design allows water vapour to enter the
interior of the bag easily, where it is transformed into a thick gel and will not leak, escape or
spill.

UniSorb® desiccants are manufactured from Gel, Calcium Chloride (CaCl2) and clay
minerals. The large 1kg and 2kg bags are encased in a fully woven material with sewn seams
to offer maximum strength and product consistency. They are then sealed inside DuPont’s
special Tyvek material to prevent any liquid leakage.

JMP BULK CONTAINER LINERS

WISEPAC UNISORB® DESICCANTS



JMP Holdings care about your products! So we have developed a dunnage bag far superior
to other bags in the market place. We have invested in the best possible materials and
incorporated them into a design which produces an extremely strong and flexible dunnage
bag.

JMP’s new valve and inflation system uses the specially designed patented RAI (Rapid Air
Inflation) gun, which fills dunnage bags to an exact pressure and then shuts down once this
pressure is achieved. This eliminates human guessing as to how much to inflate the bag and
ultimately secures your product more safely.

The RAI Gun has made JMP Dunnage Bags one of the quickest inflating bags in the world
and also has a range of attachments to accommodate the trickiest of packaging
configurations and situations. JMP’s new dunnage bags are approved by the Association of
American Railroads.

JMP stock a range of both Kraft and Woven PP Dunnage Bags

JMP DUNNAGE AIR BAGS

INTRACO LIGHTWEIGHT EXPORT PALLETS

JMP Holdings stock both Fibre and Plastic Export Pallets that can save you money
immediately! With the ever increasing costs of transportation, saving just a few kilograms
per pallet can save your entire operation tens, hundreds or even thousands of dollars every
single day!

Our Super Strength Lightweight Pallets weigh up to 40kg less than traditional wooden
pallets and have a life span of more than 10 years. They are cleaner, hygienic and non-toxic,
non-absorbent to moisture and resistant to chemicals – particularly acids and alkalis. Other
benefits include safety, less maintenance, odourless, no fumigation required for export and
they are dimensionally stable under all climatic conditions.



JMP also stock a variety of plastic pallets to use in the warehouse. Plastic warehouse pallets
offer a 5 to 10 year life span and can offer a 50% reduction in cost compared to traditional
wooden pallets over a 5 year period. Plastic pallets also avoid heavy wet wooden pallets with
minimal moisture absorption. Pallets are recyclable. 
Medium duty pallets for reduced weight yet efficient stacking of uniform goods.
Heavy Duty pallets with a strong structure for heavy load stacking and racking
Super-Hygiene pallets with flat smooth surface to enable Food and Beverage excellence in
HACCP environment.
Pharmaceutical pallets with flat and smooth top surfaces for pharmaceutical and ultra
hygiene applications
Automatic storage and retrieval system pallets with superior strength to withstand heavy
loads in an automated system. 
Contact us for a competitive price for the best pallet to suit your business and application.

INTRACO PALLETS: FOR STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION

Plastic Slip Sheets are the practical, economical and environmentally sound alternative to
wooden pallets and fibre slip sheets. Made primarily of recycled high density polyethylene
(HDPE), slip sheets are designed to replace or supplement wooden pallets in transportation
and warehouse applications.
Slip sheets cost less than pallets; weigh less, saving transport costs; and are only a fraction
the thickness of pallets, thus increasing space and improving the efficiency of truck loading.
These companies can then reuse the slip sheets when distributing goods to their own
customers.
Many companies across the world are saving considerable amounts of money by using slip
sheets. By converting suppliers from shipping on wooden pallets to shipping on slip sheets
some companies are capable of reducing their packaging and transportation costs by over a
million dollars annually.

JMP SLIP SHEETS



Flexitanks are large polythene liners which are fitted inside 20' Shipping Containers for the
transportation and storage of non-hazardous liquids. Flexitanks can hold up to 24,000 litres
of liquid and their use can significantly lower your storage and transportation costs.
Flexitanks are used for the delivery of food, industrial and non-hazardous liquid products.
JMP offer a specialised Flexitank for transporting bulk wine in a container. Wine tanks are
made with an additional EvOH layer for superior performance in oxygen resistance as well
as a higher standard of hygiene and security for the wine when compared to typical
polyethylene film.
Once a Flexitank is removed, it can be fully recycled and the shipping containing reverts
back to a standard container to be used for dry goods. The use of Flexitanks is rapidly
increasing around the globe as it replaces traditional methods of moving liquid in
containers such as Barrels, IBC's, ISO Tanks and Chemical Tanks which are more expensive,
time consuming and less readily available.

FLEXITANKS

PALLET MOISTURE BARRIER SHEETS

Pallet Moisture Barrier Sheets are 155gsm kraft paper sheets with a polyethylene
coating. This provides an effective barrier between the pallet and the load and or
layers of the load to ensure it is free of contaminants.

JMP CONTAINER SEALS

JMP Security Seals provide a positive barrier to unauthorised entry or tampering and are
impossible to open without destroying the seal or leaving visible damage.
They come in a variety of styles, shapes and sizes suited for different purposes, designed
with varying criteria including strength, ease of installation (and removal) and the ability to
trace through sequentially numbered seals for individual identification.



Innovative packaging solutions to protect your products: STABULON® anti-slip sheets.
Anti-slip sheets are indispensable palletising accessories that stabilise your products on
pallets during internal conveying, storage and transport of your merchandise. They prevent
slippage, ensure cohesion of your pallet to secure and optimise the packaging of your
products.
Manufactured from recycled paper coated 2 sides with high non-slip properties. Flat and
consistent sheets. Easy to use. 100% recyclable. ISO 14062. Eco-design certified. Tertiary
packaging, indirect food contact. Used to stabilise any packaging format. Manual or
Automated Applications. Different thicknesses available.

STABULON® ANTI – SLIP SHEETS

PAPER IBC

JMP Paper IBC are made of corrugated paper with a polyethylene inner. These are
environmental, easily recovered and collapsible during transportation and storage. As a
result JMP Paper IBC offer reduced costs from traditional IBC’s with wooden or metal
box for the transportation for bulk liquids, solids, granules or powder. These traditional
packaging products are more expensive to use as they are more costly, heavier, often
difficult to assemble and recycle and also occupy more storage space.

CARGO PROTECTION NET

Keep your precious cargo from spilling out of the container doors with our strong woven
protection nets. Simply use the built-in strapping fittings to tighten this net across the
back of your load before shutting the doors. This item is mandatory when shipping to
some countries.



The JMP Envirotuff Thermal Liner (ETL) has been designed to insulate standard dry ocean freight
containers by creating a special radiant barrier, enabling the goods within to be protected from the
dangerous temperature spikes witnessed during transportation. Our Envirotuff Liner is a fully woven
reflective liner that is hung into a general-purpose ISO shipping container and allows for forklift loading,
hand loading and slip sheet loading.
Available in full versions with 6 wall protection and 5 walls with no liner on the floor for ease of loading.
Breathable option available. This is particular useful in reducing damage through container rain
especially where there is a high moisture content of the load.
The ETL, whilst ideal for the wine industry, is also used for hundreds of other applications. Due to its
affordability, ease of installation, versatility and strength it can be used across many industries including
food and beverage, automotive, plastics, chemicals, computing and electronics.  And due to its
versatility and ability of the Envirotuff material we have also designed thermal protection products
such as pallet covers and airfreight liners. ETL’s are recyclable. 

This ETL pallet cover eradicates problems by reflecting up to 96% of radiant heat, preventing your cargo
from hot or cold air coming through the fully sealed liner.Our ETL Pallet Covers come in 3 different
heights. 1.2, 1.5 and 1.8metres tall.Enter the size you require in the box below and the price will appear.

sales@jmp.net.nz 

ENVIROTUFF™ THERMAL LINERS

ENVIROTUFF™ THERMAL PALLET COVER

JUMBO (BULK) BAGS
Bulk bags are woven bags designed to hold large quantities of bulk product, from
500kg to 2000kg. Manufactured from polypropylene plain or laminated woven
materials. We also offer Bulk bags made of non-conductive fabric with interwoven
conductive threads that can be use in an environment with combustible dusts
and/or explosive gases.
Also available with an LDPE liner inserted into the bag for extra protection from
product leakage.

06 835 1771www.jmp.net.nz 


